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direct modeling lets you import geometry from any cad system and create new geometry. you can
also transfer an existing geometry to creo and make minor or major changes to it. if you don't know
how a design was made, you can even make it out of a pdf. or, if you want to make a completely
new design, you can do that too. creo elements/direct modeling has proven to be the fastest way to
turn design intent into cad geometry. with its intuitive user interface and built-in simulation tools,
you can create, import, modify, and analyze designs fast. in fact, creo elements/direct modeling is so
easy to use, you can start creating cad geometry in no time. and, because it's built on a solid
foundation of creo technology, you can import cad geometry that you've already created in creo,
making it even easier to get started. creo elements/direct modeling express lets you import
geometry from any cad system and create new geometry. you can also transfer an existing
geometry to creo and make minor or major changes to it. creo elements/direct modeling is so easy
to use, you can start creating cad geometry in no time. creo elements/direct modeling professional
lets you import geometry from any cad system, create new geometry, transfer existing geometry,
and make minor or major changes to it. with its powerful features and visual inspection tools, you
can design a wide range of products or parts with ease. and its geometry comes from an ever-
growing list of supported cad systems.
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and the best part of all is that you get all the power of creo elements in a free trial version. you can
experiment with every new feature and share your ideas with the community of creo elements users

and developers. see what the most advanced 3d modeling software is doing for your design,
engineering, and prototyping workflow. get a taste of the creo elements/direct modeling

environment before you commit to the full version. take advantage of the best features creo
elements has to offer. to learn more about creo elements direct modeling, please visit the creo

products webpage at: www.creo.com/products/creo-elements/direct-modeling. as with other creo
products, creo elements/directis an integrated platform that provides you with the tools you need to
quickly and easily create and modify cad geometry. however, this integrated package is tailored to
meet the needs of engineers and designers who need a fast, lightweight and flexible direct 3d cad

system. the ability to import and repurpose design data is the key to any successful cad system. ptc
creo element/direct modeling express provides the flexibility and ease of use to make this process a

seamless experience for the engineer. plus, ptc creo element/direct modeling express includes a
graphical interface and a comprehensive application programming interface (api) that allow you to

customize it to meet your specific requirements. with creo elements/direct, you have the freedom to
innovate along with the flexibility to import and repurpose design data. 5ec8ef588b
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